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This portfolio contains all my works in GSAPP to commemorate all the old days in Columbia University.



The evolution of the museum from private collection to tourist mecca parallels a spatial evolution from room 
to larger frameworks. Museums have become more complex. This design questioned has the museum as a 
building type grown too complex? Or should we, as architects, embrace this increasing complexity? I choose 
reject it.

Museum as Iceberg.

A Museum with only Galleries
The Museum Stripped Bare By (or To) Its Galleries

   Columbia University GSAPP Summer Studio,2019
             Instructor: Mimi Hoang & Eric Bunge
                Collaborate with Jiacheng Wang



Staggered relationship between gallery space and non-gallery space in the Met Breuer.

How the natural lights affect the quality of spaces in MUSAC.



Checkerboard represent the relationship 
between gallery space and non-gallery 
space in the museum.

Peel surface to let natural lights come in.

Combined with the function and 
transform from section perspective.

Axonometric



Galleries in museum are like iceberg, all the invisible back of house occupy most space of the museum in an independent and opposite way. In 
this design, the gallery and the non-gallery spaces are reframed within the same spatial logic, the non-gallery space becomes part of the whole 
spatial sequence. In this case, we hope that all different non-gallery spaces like laboratories, storages, lectures, workshops, and tea breaks can 
all be part of the experience. When visitors are viewing the exhibitions in the gallery, all kinds of back of house are interspersed in the gallery 
spaces, providing them with a new experience. It is a museum with only gallery.

Elevation

Light quality in gallery spaces

Natural light enters the interior through the curved walls and floor panels, which also guide the streamlines. This is a museum with only gallery 
against the trend towards complexity.
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Structure model

Section





1st Floor Plan 2nd Floor Plan 5th Floor Plan



Studio field trip in Met Breuer. 06/19/2019

Break in the mid-night in front of Avery. 07/28/2019 Cheers after final. 08/01/2019

Summer studio final. 08/01/2019



This proposal focusses on the 72,000 square meters area adjacent to the Express bus terminal that is currently 
used as a bus parking lot. This area will be transformed the closed space into a dynamic high-density 
community that includes office, urban park, shopping mall, green path, sky corridor, together with a redesigned 
bus station.

Seoul Express Bus Terminal.

Redesign Seoul Express Bus Terminal
Walkability Office Design on an Urban Scale

       Columbia University GSAPP Fall Studio,2019
   Instructor: Richard Plunz & Hyon Woo Scott Chung
                Collaborate with Qingkai Luo
                           Site: Seoul, Korea



Han River

Surigol Park

The site is located between the Han River and the Surigol Park, it has the potential to complete an urban green corridor to 
connect them, analogous to the New York High Line park. The urban corridor crosses the site, increasing public access to 
the site. 

Urban Strategy:



Under the strategy of connecting the urban landscape of north an south, after analysis fo the exsiting site, we carried out 
a basic framework for the site, including how the green corridor go through the site, how it connect to the old bus terminal 
and how the site is activated. Further architectural design will be based on the framework.

Surigol Park

Site Proposal:

Han River



It is an urban scale design that benefits as many aspects as possible. For the SSG group who owns this site, our high-
density office building and attached new commercial are could bring them huge profits. For the citizens of Seoul, the 
urban green corridor that connects Han river and the Surigol park provide them walkablity public space, just as the High 
Line park in the city of New York. For the Seoul Express bus station, the reorganized bus station relieves the traffic 
pressure of the old station and improves the passenger's experience.

Ground Plan



Master Plan





Public space for the office building on the air.

Public floor for the office building on the air. View from the main city green corridor.

New bus departure terminal connect with ground commercial area.









Presentation in the meeting room of SSG group, Seoul, South Korea. 10/06/2019

Field trip visiting the office of Haelim 
Architects, Seoul. 10/08/2019

Fall studio final. 12/09/2019

Group tourist on the Seoul Tower, Seoul. 10/11/2019



Our proposal is to redesign the largest market in Manaus and also makes it a connection point between 
city and rural area. Since market is the place where the farmers will gather and bring their products to the 
city. In addition to the space for providing farmers with financial and technical support, the original market 
environment will also be improved, and at the same time, an important public space will be created for the 
citizens of Manaus. The redesigned market will become a landmark in the city of Manaus.

Deforestation in Amazonia.

Amazonia After Fitzcarraldo
Co-Market Design in Manaus, Brazil

      Columbia University GSAPP Spring Studio,2020
          Instructor: Pedro Rivera & Khoi Nguyen
                Collaborate with Xinyi Zhang
                           Site: Manaus, Brazil





































For nearly half of a century the Seoul Express Bus Terminal has been conducting thousands of 
buses per day. It provides convenient transportation for large people flows. Our project expands the 
function of the terminal, to provide differing options for sleeping accommodation for a wide variety of 
people, who can customize their rooms according to their individual situations, and assembled in a 
village for travelers.

Our accommodation room is essentially defined by its furniture. We identify kinds of furnishing, and 
then a minimum modular volume called Furniture Plus that can be moved and combined within 
a spatial framework. We zone Furniture Plus into two categories according to the usage. First is 
the “basic” one, including toilet, single bed, queen size bed and bath, since it is essential for every 
room. Second is the “functional” one including office table, kitchen, storage, dining table, sofa, deck 
chair, washing machine. Arranged is according to the specific needs of the guests, and also it surely 
can improve the living standard. Before check in, guests can customize their own room through a 
phone app that is just as simple as ordering a salad. “Basic” menu is like the vegetable base which 
is necessary for ordering a salad. “Functional” menu is more like avocado, chicken and all kinds of 
sauces. You can choose as you like and you also can choose to add nothing.

As a customized living village, we provide people with rich private and public spaces. Different 
people live here at different times, making the village become organic and in constant change. In 
addition to the room type, the remaining public spaces and even the road changes as the guests 
change. We offer a variety of additional public facilities in the warehouse for guests to choose from 
to enrich their public spaces around their rooms. For instance, some guests like plants, so there may 
be a variety of different species of plants next to their room. Some guests like to play badminton, 
the public spaces near their rooms may become suitable areas to play badminton. A dynamic living 
village is born.

Rethinking Yona Friedman
Seoul Express Bus Terminal Redesign

Seoul City Mobile Village



High-Density

Medium-Density

High-Density





One of a few face to face desk critic at the beginning of this semester. 01/27/2020 Moving computer out of Avery after the University's shutting down decision. 03/13/2020

Studio picnic in the central park. 03/10/2020 Studio Zoom final. 05/01/2020



GSAPP Fall 2019: ULTREAL



GSAPP Summer 2019: TRANSSCALARITIES Collaborate with Ambra Gadda



GSAPP Spring 2020: SUPERTALL



Supertall class field trip at Hudson yard. 02/21/2020



GSAPP Spring 2020: Le Corbusier Collaborate with Shenghui Mao

Carpenter Center - Le Corbusier



Course instructor Kenneth Frampton gave his last lecture for his whole life on Zoom. 04/25/2020



GSAPP Fall 2019: The History of Arch Theory





















END


